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Abstract
Recent growth in wage inequality has important implications for Social Security
solvency and the distribution of benefits. Because only earnings below the taxable
maximum are subject to Social Security payroll taxes, wage growth that is concentrated
among very high earners will generate lower tax receipts than wage growth that is more
evenly distributed. The progressivity of the Social Security benefit formula increases
benefit payouts when the share of workers with low wages grows. This study uses a
dynamic microsimulation model to examine the aggregate and distributional
consequences of alternative scenarios about the distribution of future wage growth among
workers. We find fairly marked changes in projected Social Security benefit
distributions, poverty, and long-term financing status with relatively modest changes in
assumptions about wage differentials.

Introduction
How do different patterns of wage growth affect Social Security solvency and the
distribution of benefits? Recent wage growth has been concentrated among high earners
(Kopczuk et al. 2007). Because only earnings below the taxable maximum (set at $106,800 per
year in 2009, and indexed to account for wage inflation) are subject to Social Security payroll
taxes, a continuation of this trend raises the concern that tax receipts may be lower than
anticipated. Wage growth that is concentrated among very high earners would generate lower tax
receipts than wage growth that is more evenly distributed across the population.
If this earnings growth among the highest wage earners is accompanied by reductions in
relative wages for the lowest-wage workers (i.e., a scenario in which the “rich get richer” and
leave everyone else behind), Social Security’s progressive benefit formula could compound this
financing issue by generating relatively large payouts (compared to taxes paid) for low-wage
workers. The relationship between wage levels and Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability
Insurance (OASDI) benefits is complex because of the placement of the formula brackets, the
availability of special benefits to spouses and survivors with limited or no work histories, and
other program provisions.1 Funding pressures would be exacerbated if recent trends increase the
share of low-wage workers relative to middle-wage workers.
These varied tax and benefit effects could play out in interesting ways, with important
implications for Social Security reform (see the Appendix for further discussion). This study
examines the aggregate and distributional consequences of alternative scenarios about the
1

These include, for example, the 10-year “vesting” rule for retired worker benefits (i.e., the requirement for 40
covered quarters) and the fact that benefits are based on average indexed monthly earnings (AIME), which relies
only on the top 35 years of earnings (rather than all earnings years). For those reaching age 62, becoming disabled,
or dying in 2009, Social Security replaces 90 percent of average AIME through the first bend point of $711, 32
percent for earnings between $744 and the second bend point of $4,483, and 15 percent of earnings for earnings
above this second bend point. For details on AIME and Primary Insurance Amount (PIA) computations, see Social
Security Administration (2008).
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distribution of future wages among workers. It uses a dynamic microsimulation model of the
U.S. population to compare the distribution of future Social Security benefits and retirement
incomes under the assumption that wages grow so that the wage distribution roughly maintains
its current shape, an alternative wage growth assumption that favors high-wage workers, and a
second alternative that favors low- to moderate-wage workers. These alternatives reflect a
narrow—but certainly plausible—range of possibilities. The project also assesses how different
wage distribution assumptions affect system solvency.

Background, contribution to the literature, and policy relevance
Income inequality has received increasing attention in recent years. President Barack
Obama mentioned the issue during his campaign, and pledged to create a task force on bolstering
the economic security of the middle class early in his presidency (Freking 2008). Before the
presidential campaign was in full swing, the Federal Reserve Chairman (Bernanke 2007), former
Secretary of the Treasury (Paulson 2006), and even former President (Bush 2007) all addressed
inequality in high-profile public statements. Other political leaders and members of the business
community, including some of the wealthiest individuals and investment banks, urged attention
to the matter (see, for example, Gross 2007). While these different sources surely had different
concerns about inequality and varied motivations for raising the issue, the fact that activity was
widespread across such a wide spectrum suggests that public interest and concern about recent
trends in income distribution has been acute.
Figure 1 shows how earnings inequality has affected one important dimension of the
Social Security program: the fraction of total earnings in Social-Security covered employment
that are subject to OASDI payroll tax. As the highest earners’ wages grow faster than wages for
all earners at large (in the technical terminology, as the fraction of earnings in covered
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employment that are above the taxable maximum increases), this ratio falls.2 In 1983, this ratio
was about 90 percent. More recently, it has ranged from about 83 to 86 percent, and, according
to the latest data (for 2006), appeared to be on the low end of this range, about 83.6 percent.
Regardless of the precise level today, the ratio has clearly trended downward over the past two
and a half decades. Some propose addressing this shift by altering current law on payroll tax
contributions, for example by imposing a surtax on earnings far above the cap or restoring the
taxable maximum to the level where it covers 90 percent of covered earnings.3 This latter
change would be approximately equivalent to raising the taxable maximum to $164,100 in 2006
(Wade, Skirvin, and Piet 2005) and $213,000 this year (correspondence from Wade, 2009).4
Figure 1. Percentage of Total Earnings in OASDI-Covered Employment Reported Taxable
(Combined Wage and Salary and Self-Employed Workers)
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When thinking about the fraction of wages in the economy that are subject to the Social Security payroll tax,
another nuance is that not all jobs are covered by Social Security. Certain workers, predominantly state and local
employees, are not covered by the program. These workers made up about 4.0 percent of the civilian labor force in
2002 (Committee on Ways and Means 2004).
3
Several proposed reform packages have included an increase in Social Security’s wage and benefit base (see, for
example, Diamond and Orszag 2004 and Liebman, MacGuineas, and Samwick 2005). President Barack Obama has
proposed applying the payroll tax to earnings above $250,000 (Obama for America 2008, Babington 2008).
4
This estimate, based on assumptions of the 2008 Trustees report, is likely to be revised when new data reflecting
the current economic downturn become available.
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Given the cumulative nature of retirement preparation, it is important to understand how
changes in wage growth like this accumulate over workers’ lifetimes. On average, real wage
growth—that is, the difference between changes in wages and prices after accounting for
inflation—for U.S. workers has averaged just over 1 percent per year. There have been difficult
periods, for example in the 1970s, when wages failed to keep up with price inflation on average
(see the flat and declining segment from 1972 to 1982 in Figure 2). There have also been boom
periods, for example in the late 1990s, when wages grew faster than prices (see the steep slope
for 1995 to 2000 in Figure 2). Social Security’s Trustees project that in the long run, wages will
continue to grow faster than prices by 1.1 percent (OASDI Board of Trustees 2008). These
projections, made before the severity of the current economic situation was known, are likely to
be revised for the near term years when they are updated later in 2009.
Figure 2. Cumulative Real Wage Growth: Historical and Projected, 1951-2021
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in the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W).
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Because initial Social Security benefits are indexed to wages, we expect real benefits
from the program to increase over time, all else equal.5 And faster wage growth (i.e., a higher
real wage differential) could extend the system’s solvency. 6 As many authors have observed
(for example, Penner 2008), the benefits of wage growth for the Social Security system’s longterm financing are limited: the greater payroll tax revenues are eventually partially offset by
larger benefit payments (with a lag).
While overall U.S. wages have grown over time, clearly some people’s wages grow faster
than others’. Over recent decades, the wages of better educated workers (e.g., those with a
college education) have grown more quickly than those of less educated workers. Figure 3
summarizes information from a recent Bureau of Labor Statistics (2008) study based on data
from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, which followed a group of young Americans
born between 1957 and 1964 for over 25 years.
Figure 3. Real Growth in Annual Wages by Education and Age Group, 1978-2006
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After initial benefits are assigned, they grow with prices. For members of some birth cohorts, normal retirement
age increases partially offset the growth (in price adjusted terms) of benefits.
6
According to the OASDI Trustees Report, for example, an extra 0.5 percentage points of real wage growth would
add seven years to the system’s insolvency date (Board of Trustees 2008).
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We see that, within every age range, those with a college degree experienced faster real
wage growth than their less educated counterparts. At the oldest age range (ages 38 to 42), those
with a high school degree or less experienced virtually no wage growth (i.e., their wages kept up
with inflation, but did not increase beyond that). At all ages, those with some college occupy an
intermediate position between the college graduates and those with high school or less.
Literature that tracks patterns like this in earnings, income, and wealth inequality is vast
and growing. Much work has focused on estimating these patterns well, given the difficulty of
accurately measuring earnings and income over time (see, for example, Kopczuk et al. 2006 and
Piketty and Saez 2003). Particularly noteworthy is a finding of highly concentrated earnings and
income growth not just among the better educated (as indicated in Figure 3), but especially rapid
growth among the very highest earners (a small subset of individuals, typically among the better
educated). Some describe this, in combination with stagnation for earners at the bottom, as a
“polarization” of the U.S. wage distribution (Autor et al. 2006, Goldin and Katz 2007).
Efforts to explain the reasons for changing wage differentials and this polarization have
spurred another branch of the literature (for a review, see Machin 2008). Much of this literature
emphasizes skill-biased technological change (see, for example, Autor et al. 2008) and
outsourcing. Other authors highlight the role of institutions, like unionization levels and union
negotiating power, the minimum wage, and tax policy (see, for example, Levy and Temin 2007).
Related work tries to explain how high poverty rates can persist in the U.S. despite steady
economic growth, and points to differential wage growth as a primary explanation (see, for
example, Freeman 2001).
Little work has considered the cumulative impacts of differential wage growth, and how
they play into retirement preparedness and fiscal burdens. Smith (2003) provides an earlier
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analysis of the possible effects of the recent rise in wage inequality on retirement preparedness,
and points to Social Security’s role in mitigating the effects of rising wage inequality on
retirement incomes. This paper builds on the Smith study, taking into account more recent data
(covering the last several years when wage growth differentials were especially pronounced),
and tests the sensitivity of different wage growth assumptions, rather than focusing on a “best
guess” scenario.
Pattison (2003) authored another study with some similarities to this project. His
research considered wage growth differentials by gender, examining the implications for spouse
and survivor benefits, wages, OASDI solvency, and even second-order effects on the average
wage (which is used for Social Security benefit indexing, and thus has important impacts on
benefit levels). He found that increases in women’s payroll taxes more than offset any
associated benefit increases (to the benefit of the OASDI Trust Fund), and that second-order
effects on benefits that operated through changes to the average wage (resulting from women’s
work) were also important.
The Social Security Advisory Board’s Technical Panel on Assumptions and Methods
(2007) recommends additional research on trends in wage dispersion on Social Security
financing. They identify a need for a stronger basis for projecting shares of total wages above
and below the taxable maximum. The panel also calls for sensitivity analyses of this issue. So
expert opinion suggests that this important question is worthy of further study.

Project methods
We begin with the assumptions in the 2008 Social Security Trustees Report as a baseline
(OASDI Board of Trustees 2008). Under their intermediate forecast, the Trustees assume that
the portion of covered earnings that will be taxable (that is, at or below the wage base) will
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decline from 83.3 percent in 2006 to 82.9 percent in 2017. They attribute the decline to the
relative increase in wages for high-wage earners and the change in the age-sex distribution of the
workforce (as the baby boomer generation moves to ages when they have higher relative
earnings). After 2017, the Trustees assume that the ratio of taxable to covered earnings will be
about constant.7
We contrast this “best guess” projection with a second scenario that assumes a steeper
decline in covered taxable earnings—more closely matching the rate observed over the recent
past—that lasts throughout the projection period. The third scenario assumes that this trend
reverses (with wage growth skewed toward lower-wage workers). In all cases, we assume that
employment rates and the average earnings of workers stay the same (at the levels in the Trustees
intermediate assumptions)—only the skewness in wages changes. The three scenarios bracket a
relatively narrow range of possibilities but nonetheless can demonstrate the sensitivity of
revenues, benefits, and net payout to plausible earnings differentials.
The project uses DYNASIM3, the Urban Institute’s dynamic microanalytic simulation
model. DYNASIM3 has a starting population based on the 1990 to 1993 panels of Survey of
Income and Program Participation (SIPP), and forecasts Social Security and other retirement
income sources as far as 2082 (see Favreault and Smith 2004 for a description of an earlier
version of the model). The model incorporates many of the key assumptions of the 2008
Trustees (for example, about fertility, mortality, and wage growth) in developing its forecasts
and can simulate the sensitivity of results to changes in these parameters. The microanalytic
equations that age the data were estimated using a wide range of longitudinal data sources.

7

See section C, Chapter V of the Social Security Administration Trustees Report (Board of Trustees 2008) for a
description of these assumptions.
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DYNASIM models employment and earnings using a four-stage process. First,
individuals make choices about whether to work or not. Second, people select a number of hours
to work, in part based on the wage rate that they expect they can earn. Third, they are assigned a
wage rate (estimated using a logarithmic specification to account for the skewness in the
distribution). Annual earnings are simply the product of workers’ wages and hours. Finally,
DYNASIM aligns the average earnings these equations generate to the intermediate assumptions
of the Social Security Trustees.8
In each of these first three equation stages (employment, hours, and wages), the functions
that determine the DYNASIM work outcomes include a wide variety of explanatory variables in
order to pick up key demographic and socioeconomic differentials in the processes. The
equations also use complex error structures, with temporary and permanent components
(including an autoregressive factor).9,10
One significant complication for designing the current analyses is determining how to
attribute differential wage growth in the alternative scenarios. For example, one possibility is
that wage growth at the top of the earnings distribution reflects an increasing premium on
education. An alternative is that differential wage growth would not benefit all workers with
advanced educational credentials the same way, but rather would be concentrated on a small
subset of exceptional individuals who are best able to take advantage of rapid changes in
8

As part of the process of aligning total earnings to average wages, DYNASIM also undertakes a “high-earner”
alignment. This is necessary because regression-based simulation methods can have difficulty generating the
extreme outliers that can have great influence on the average earnings, even in a sample of DYNASIM’s size
(starting out at 105,000 and eventually increasing to 177,000 in 2082, with almost 330,000 individuals who are ever
alive in the United States at some point in the simulation). The higher earner adjustments affect fewer than a dozen
in some early simulation years and a maximum of two dozen cases (in later years of the simulation).
9
For discussion of error structures in earnings models, see, for example, Lillard and Willis (1978) and Moffitt and
Gottschalk (2002).
10
Such models take into account the fact that some people are more talented or diligent, or employed at better firms,
than others who appear extremely similar to them (for example, someone of the same gender, educational level,
race, and work experience)—this is a “permanent” difference reflected in the permanent component of the error.
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technologies, institutions, or other factors. Each assumption requires a different simulation
strategy.11
Recent evidence suggests that over the past few decades, both of these factors have
contributed to a more skewed earnings distribution, but that the latter trend (especially high
returns to a small subset of individuals) has been more prominent (see, for example, Piketty and
Saez 2006, Autor et al. 2006, Gordon and Dew-Becker 2007). As a result, our simulations focus
on this particular form of skewness. Table 1 presents details of the options we elected to
simulate, all of which are assumed to take effect this year (2009).
Table 1. Alternative Wage Growth Assumptions Simulated
Scenario

Long-term (post-2040) percent
of earnings in OASDI-covered
employment that are taxable

Implementation
(All take effect in 2009)

Baseline

Varies around OCACT
assumption of 82.9 percent12

“Best guess” coefficients and
error structures

Wage growth (after 2008)
skewed toward highearners

Varies around 81.7 percent

Via the permanent component
of error term in ln(wage)
equation for highest 5th of the
top percentile

Wage growth (after 2008)
skewed toward low- to
moderate-earners

Varies around 84.0 percent

Via the permanent component
of error term in ln(wage)
equation for lowest half of the
distribution

A second complication in the research approach is whether (and, if so, how) to build
feedback effects into the model when processing these simulations. Increases in wage rates

They also take into account the fact that sometimes individuals’ work careers are temporarily derailed, for example
by a layoff or injury or bad year for one’s firm, reflected in the transitory component of the error.
11
In the first case, one strategy would be to modify the slopes on education and the age-education interaction terms
in the model’s wage equations to integrate the change into the underlying model. In the second case, integrating the
change through the permanent component of the error term in the model’s wage equations makes more sense.
12
We use the term “varies around” because these values are generated by DYNASIM by a large number of
equations and algorithms, rather than input as targets, and fluctuate from year to year in response to random
variation.
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could have additional effects that are relevant to Social Security payroll tax and benefit
distributions, overall program costs, and beneficiary poverty. We include certain feedbacks in
the analyses, but not others. For example, in the simulation individuals do alter their savings
(and thus wealth holdings) as a result of the changes to their earnings. Likewise, individuals may
claim Social Security benefits earlier or later because of their new circumstances. The model
also includes changes to OASDI entitlement that these new relative earnings or claiming choices
generate. For example, if a worker’s own and/or spouse’s earnings and actuarial reductions now
differ, they can convert to new benefit types (for example, from worker to spouse/survivor or the
reverse). If one spouse’s wages increase markedly, it may change the chances that the second
spouse works part time or exits the labor force in the model (see, for example, Blau and Kahn
2007 on trends in cross wage elasticities for women). All sorts of demographic decisions (for
example, the choice to marry or have a child) can also respond to changes in modeled earnings.
Changes that these analyses do not integrate include, for example, macro-economic
feedbacks. As we do not include second-order effects of this type in the analyses, we
recommend cautious interpretation of the results.
When projecting Social Security benefits, the choice of baseline becomes important
starting in 2041, the year that the Trustees project the Trust Fund will become insolvent. To
bracket the range of possible outcomes, we produce benefit and total income estimates using
both scheduled benefits and payable benefits. Our payable estimates assume that benefit
reductions (as opposed to some combination of payroll or income tax increases and benefit
reductions) would make up the entire Social Security shortfall.13

13

When making these adjustments, we use OCACT projections of the combined OASDI Trust fund balance
(OASDI Board of Trustees 2008) to adjust benefits both for OASI and DI recipients, rather than adjusting benefits
based on the timing of insolvency and financial position of the respective Trust Funds.
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Historical data
Before we examine how Social Security tax and benefit distributions look under the
DYNASIM simulations with alternative wage growth assumptions, it is useful to first understand
what these distributions look like today. Figure 4 presents the taxable earnings distribution (in
$10,000 increments) for OASDI-covered workers in 2005, the most recent year for which
relatively complete data are published. The median, or point at which half earn more and half
earn less, was about $22,900 in 2005 (Social Security Administration 2008, Table 4.B6). Well
over a quarter of earners received less than $10,000 in covered earnings. Because the figure’s
population reflects workers with any covered earnings, it has far more low-earners than would an
earnings distribution that was restricted to, say, full-time, full-year workers. About 6 percent of
workers in OASDI-covered employment earned the taxable maximum or more.
Figure 4. Annual Earnings of Social Security Covered Workers: 2005
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Figure 4 depicts the Social Security monthly benefit distribution (in $50 increments) for
adult individuals with retired worker, disabled worker or aged survivor benefits in 2006.14
Together, these groups comprised 93.3 percent of adult Social Security beneficiaries and 96.5
percent of total OASDI benefits paid to adults (Social Security 2008, author’s calculations from
Table 5.A1).15 In both our historical and projection analyses, we focus on adult Social Security
benefits.16
Figure 5. Social Security Monthly Benefit Distribution:
Retired and Disabled Workers and non-Disabled Widow(er)s, December 2006
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14

These estimates include dual entitlees, those who are entitled to a worker benefit but receive a higher benefit as a
spouse or survivor, but not those receiving spouse or survivor benefits only.
15
Among all beneficiaries, these same figures were 85.6 and 92.3 percent, respectively.
16
DYNASIM does not currently model children’s benefits.
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The benefit distribution has several interesting features. First, there is a low tail of
beneficiaries who receive benefits of less than $400 per month. There is also a high tail of
individuals receiving benefits of $1,800 per month and above. In between, two peaks correspond
roughly to the points where women’s and men’s worker benefits cluster. Compared to the
earnings distribution, this benefit distribution is relatively flat. This reflects the Social Security
benefit formula’s progressivity, the fact that payroll tax contributions are capped at the taxable
maximum and these higher earnings don’t accrue additional benefits (thus reducing the influence
of outliers), plus several other factors. These include, for example, 1.) the fact that benefits are
based on the highest 35 years of earnings; 2.) beneficiaries’ strong tendency to claim at the
earliest possible age;17 and 3.) the fact that the Windfall Elimination Provision may affect some
earners who receive pensions that they earned for work that was not covered by the Social
Security system.
The two vertical lines in Figure 5 identify the location of poverty-level Social Security
benefits, assuming that these individuals received benefits every month of 2006, using the aged
poverty threshold (the line to the left) and the non-aged poverty threshold (the line to the right)
for individuals. As evidenced by the substantial fraction of beneficiaries whose benefits fall to
the left of these lines, a fair number of Social Security beneficiaries today—about 37.5 percent
using a non-aged threshold and 31.5 percent using the aged threshold—do not receive a benefit
that would on its own keep them out of poverty. These estimates of course represent an upper
bound on poverty risk, given that many beneficiaries do not live alone, and over 80 percent have
income from some other source (SSA 2006). Current estimates of beneficiary poverty reveal

17

Less clustered claiming could lead to more dispersion in the distribution given actuarial reductions and delayed
retirement credits that range from 70 percent of a benefit to 132.5 percent depending on birth cohort and claiming
age.
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that about 9.9 percent of women and 4.8 percent of men remain in poverty after accounting for
household size and other income sources (SSA 2006).

Simulation results
Before turning to the simulations about the different wage growth patterns, it is useful to
first see how DYNASIM projects OASDI benefits to evolve under current law. Figure 6 shows
how the adult Social Security benefit distribution evolves (for 2020 and 2040). (To facilitate
comparisons, it uses the same benefit level breaks as Figure 5 and also expresses benefits in 2006
dollars.) Perhaps the most striking aspect of this figure is how much it differs from Figure 5.
We see significant shifting of the benefit distribution to the right (i.e., toward higher benefit
levels) over the 14/34 years. This corresponds to the assumed growth in real wages discussed
earlier (and illustrated in Figure 2), plus other factors (e.g., increases in women’s work histories,
a declining share of those who worked when OASDI coverage rates were relatively low).
Figure 6. Social Security Benefit Distribution:
Retired and Disabled Workers and non-Disabled Widow(er)s, 2020 and 2040
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Source: Authors’ calculations from DYNASIM3 (run id number 592).
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An important point to bear in mind is that starting in 2041, however, full scheduled
Social Security benefits, as reflected in the projected 2040 distribution, will not be payable.
Benefits could immediately decline by as much as 21 percent (less if Congress addresses Social
Security’s long-term financing problems partially through increased payroll tax contributions or
some other revenue source). This would of course represent a marked shift back to the left in the
distribution that would clearly offset many of the demonstrated effects of cumulative wage
growth on benefits.
We next turn to the simulations under the alternative assumptions about wages. These
results suggest that different wage growth patterns would have varied effects on a variety of
outcomes, including the Social Security payroll tax and benefit distributions, and, it follows, the
program’s long-run fiscal position. However, given the modesty of the wage growth changes
that we assume, these effects take a fairly long time to play out. The effects are most noticeable
for those individuals for whom the wage change was in effect for all (or at least most) of their
working lives. This means those who were in their late teens and early twenties (or younger) in
2009 when the simulation took effect, who will reach Social Security’s early retirement age
starting around 2050. We thus focus on results that are relatively late far into the forecasting
period (2060 and 2070).
Specifically, we see markedly higher benefits at the lowest benefit percentiles under the
simulation assuming greater wage growth at the middle and bottom of the distribution (Figures
7a and 7b). (These figures depict the Social Security benefit percentiles--again for retired and
disabled workers and aged survivors--in two percentile increments, rather than real benefits.)
When the wage growth is more concentrated at the top, the results reverse, though the difference
from our best guess assumptions is much less striking.
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Figure 7a. Bottom Half of the Social Security Benefit Distribution under Alternative Wage
Growth Assumptions: Retired and Disabled Workers and non-Disabled Widow(er)s, 2060
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Source: Authors’ calculations from DYNASIM3 (run id numbers 592, 598, and 600).
Notes: OASDI benefits presented are scheduled benefits.

Figure 7b. Bottom Half of the Social Security Benefit Distribution under Alternative Wage
Growth Assumptions: Retired and Disabled Workers and non-Disabled Widow(er)s, 2070
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Source: Authors’ calculations from DYNASIM3 (run id numbers 592, 598, and 600).
Notes: OASDI benefits presented are scheduled benefits.
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Poverty, correspondingly, declines relative to the baseline assumptions when the skew is
toward lower and moderate wage earners but does not change under the option in which wage
growth is more skewed toward higher earners (Table 2). Because we are examining years after
2040 (the last year that Social Security Actuaries project that the Trust Fund will be solvent), we
present two separate poverty estimates: one based on scheduled Social Security benefits, and
one based on payable Social Security benefits. The option with faster wage growth at the bottom
reduces poverty in 2060 by about 0.4 percentage points for both the payable and scheduled
projections. By 2070, its effects are larger, about a 0.5 percentage point reduction relative to
current law scheduled and 0.8 percentage points relative to current law payable. These figures
reflects approximately 593,000 and 949,000, individuals removed from poverty were scheduled
and payable benefits available, respectively. Projections of changes to near poverty (defined as
family earnings of less then 120 percent of the poverty threshold) differ modestly, but do not
change the overall story.
Table 2. Poverty and Near-Poverty Status of Persons Ages 62 and Older plus Social
Security Disabled Worker Beneficiaries under the Alternative Assumptions about Wage
Growth in 2060 and 2070
Scenario

Poverty (%)
2060
2070

Near Poverty (%)
2060
2070

Scheduled

Payable

Scheduled

Payable

Scheduled

Payable

Scheduled

Payable

Baseline

3.9

5.5

3.4

4.9

5.8

8.5

5.0

7.4

Wage growth skewed
toward high-earners

3.9

5.5

3.4

4.9

5.8

8.5

5.0

7.5

Wage growth skewed
toward low- to
moderate-earners

3.5

5.1

2.9

4.1

5.3

8.0

4.2

6.5

Source: Authors’ calculations from DYNASIM3 (run id numbers 592, 598, and 600).
Notes: Excludes non-aged spouse beneficiaries. OASDI benefit projections for 2060 are scheduled benefits.
Calculations use aged poverty thresholds for both aged and disabled beneficiaries. Near poverty is defined as family
income of less than 125 percent of the poverty threshold.
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Our simulation in which wage growth was skewed more toward high earners leads to a
projected deterioration in Social Security’s financing relative to the baseline, best guess
assumptions, while the simulation in which growth is skewed toward lower and moderate earners
made an improvement in long-term financing (Table 3). Our first measure of this is the change
in the insolvency date for the OASDI Trust Fund, which predominantly reflects changes over the
first 30 or so years this new assumption about wage growth is in place. DYNASIM projects a
three-year improvement in the case in which wage growth is more skewed toward lower to
moderate earners, while there is a one-year deterioration in the high-skew alternative.
Table 3. Changes to Social Security Solvency (Relative to Current Law Scheduled) under
the Alternative Assumptions about Wage Growth
Change in year
of OASDI Trust
Fund insolvency

Deficit in 74th
year (as a percent
of current law)

0

100.0%

Wage growth skewed toward high-wage
workers

-1 year

110.5%

Wage growth skewed toward moderateand low-wage workers

+3 years

90.3%

Scenario

Baseline

Source: Authors’ calculations from DYNASIM3 (run id numbers 592, 598, and 600).
Notes: DYNASIM projects only adult benefits, so we project children’s benefits using assumptions based on
recent percentages of total benefits that children’s benefits have comprised.

Because the changes to Social Security benefits under these two scenarios are
“backloaded” (i.e., they primarily occur after 2041, the year Social Security becomes insolvent),
the change in the insolvency date is not a very comprehensive measure of the scenario’s overall
effects on system financing. Table 3 thus also presents a separate measure, the change in the
overall (cumulative) Social Security deficit in the 74th year of the simulation horizon (2082).
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Under the scenario with wage growth skewed toward the top, this deteriorates by about 10.5
percent, while with the skew toward lower- and moderate-wage workers improves the financing
situation by about 9.7 percent.

Caveats
These projection analyses are quite simple and stylized. Differential wage growth could
affect earners and the earnings distribution in an infinite number of ways, even when assuming
the same fraction of total OASDI earnings subject to payroll tax. We have considered just two
simplistic alternatives, which show how subtle differences in the way wage growth is distributed
across alternatives could influence the results.
Although the changes to benefit and income distributions and long-range position of the
Social Security Trust Fund in the results are modest, the range of possible alternatives that we
have simulated is actually quite narrow. In none of the simulations does the fraction of earnings
assumed to fall below the taxable maximum over the long-run even approach the levels that we
observed as little as a decade ago. In all three cases, we are assuming a continuation in a
“polarized” wage distribution.
Another important caveat concerns the period of analysis. Our analyses are limited to a
75-year projection horizon. Differences between the scenarios in what happens in the 75th or 76th
year can add critical information about the sustainability of the program under alternative
analyses.

Conclusions and policy implications
The U.S economy is a complex, continually evolving system. One change that has
received a lot of attention in recent years is the increased concentration of total earnings among
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the highest earners, a trend that few analysts expect to reverse and that many anticipate will
continue.
This paper has used a dynamic microsimulation model to describe how different
assumptions about the future shape of the earnings distribution—and particularly its skewness—
could affect Social Security solvency and the outcomes of individual beneficiaries. Our stylized
analyses suggest that highly skewed wage growth at the top of the distribution could lead to
deterioration in Social Security finances. Wage growth that is more directed at the bottom and
lower-middle could, in contrast, shore up the system’s finances and have the additional effect of
reducing poverty and near poverty. While we did not simulate this, it follows that wage growth
that was more skewed toward the middle (or particularly the “higher middle”) could likely
improve Social Security’s long-term prospects.
Consistent with the observations of the Technical Panel (2007), we conclude that this
question deserves further research along a broader range of assumptions about how precisely
skewness in the income distribution is being generated. We have used two very simplistic
assumptions that focus on individual-specific aspects of wage growth, but the implications for
Social Security and income distribution likely differ in important ways based on the
characteristics of the assumed changes to the underlying earnings process (e.g., returns to
education as opposed to idiosyncratic or transitory factors).
Government’s ability to play a role in shaping larger trends in the way that the labor
market rewards education and talent is likely relatively modest.18 Government can, however,
clearly play a greater role in shaping the distribution of post-tax, post-transfer incomes. Because

18

Policies like the federal minimum wage play some role, though in recent years state minimum wages have often
exceeded the federal minimum wage. Current discussions of economic stimulus make it clear that investments must
be very large in order to have a large impact.
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so many Americans pay far more in payroll taxes than they do in federal personal income taxes
(Tax Policy Center 2008), the level of the Social Security contribution and benefit base should be
considered when crafting any tax reform and considering ways to shore up the program’s longterm finances. More broadly, trends in the wage distribution must also be factored into a wide
range of policy choices about taxes and savings incentives. Individuals’ abilities to save in order
to finance a secure retirement depend to a considerable degree on larger economic trends, like
wage polarization, over which they have limited control. If wages at the bottom of the
distribution continue to languish, significant fractions of the aged beneficiary population could
remain vulnerable to poverty despite increased prosperity for the population as a whole,
especially given Social Security’s underfunding.
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APPENDIX
To examine how Social Security taxes and benefits play out with different wage growth
patterns, Appendix Table 1 provides a qualitative evaluation of the relative effects of various
types of earnings on the Social Security Trust Fund.19 The table considers the simple case in
which a single individual is going to earn more at a point in time.
Appendix Table 1. Relative Effects of Earnings at Various Points of the Lifetime Earnings
Distribution on Social Security Solvency
Characteristics of the earner/earnings

Effect on
Payroll
Tax
Revenues

Effect on
Benefit
Payments

Net Effect
On
Solvency

1

Earned by worker who never attains insured
status (for any reason, including low levels of
work effort or emigration) or who dies (without
eligible survivors) before receiving benefits

+

0

+

2

Earnings over the taxable maximum

0

0

0

3

Earnings below the first bend point among
insured workers

+

---

?

4

Earnings between first and second bend points
among insured workers

+

--

?

5

Earnings above second bend point but below
taxable maximum among insured workers

+

-

?

6

Earnings of married people with non-working
spouse

+

-

?

7

Earnings by worker who qualifies for a higher
benefit as a spouse, and will continue to qualify
as a spouse after the added earnings

+

0

+

Notes: “+” indicates a positive effect; “-” indicates a negative effect; “?” indicates that the effect cannot be
determined without additional information; all assessments are made before assuming zero sum game (i.e., that
someone loses wages for someone else’s gains).20

19

This list presents several stylized, illustrative examples rather than a comprehensive catalog of earnings types.
In the real world, evaluations are far more complicated. Jobs are continually being created and lost. Some people
receive large raises while others take hours or wage cuts. Individuals often move across various points in the wage
distribution throughout their lifetimes, and they move in and out of families with varying levels of resources.

20
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From the Trust Fund perspective, the most advantageous earnings are those that generate
payroll taxes but that will not result in any additional benefit payments. These would include,
for example, earnings from a worker who never marries and who has fewer than 35 covered
quarters of earnings. Least advantageous are those earnings that will later generate large benefits
but relatively low payroll tax revenues (for example, earnings by a low-earner with a short career
that just exceeds the 40 covered quarters threshold who is married to a non-worker). Earnings
over the taxable maximum fall in between these two extremes: while they do not improve the
Trust Fund situation by adding revenue to the system, they also do not add any more liabilities,
given that the earnings over this threshold do not contribute to higher benefits (hence the more
formal term for the taxable maximum, the OASDI “contribution and benefit base”).
With additional wages, most earners will generate payroll tax revenues while also
accruing future benefit claims, with the relative cost to the system depending on where their
lifetime earnings fall in relation to the formula brackets. Generally speaking, in this intermediate
range, the Trust Fund is better off when moderate to high lifetime earners (who are in the 15
percent replacement bracket) earn more, rather than when moderate earners (in the 32 percent
bracket) or, especially, low earners (in the 90 percent bracket) earn more.
The relative rankings of different earnings patterns change when we consider the effects
of these additional earnings from another perspective: the effect on old-age or beneficiary
poverty. Earnings to those in the lowest brackets, as long as the worker has exceeded coverage
levels required for insured status, are most likely to reduce poverty or near poverty. Earnings
that generate no benefit entitlement likely have minimal effect on beneficiary poverty (since
relatively small shares of workers are Social Security beneficiaries).
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